
Education 
2020-2022    Concordian International School 

Achievements 
2021               Platinum Award: Most Improved Student of G11 
2020-2021    Design Coordinator for Habitat for Humanity Club 
2019-2020    MYP 4 Personal Project  
                        Topic: Sustainable Co-working Space 
2018-2020    Princess/Embassy Cup Chinese Writing Contest 
2019               Concordian Chinese Speech Contest: 3rd Place 
2019               LCM Grade 6 Piano Examination: Distinction 

Activities 
• Participation in Iowa State University I-Fit Design Competition 
• VOICES magazine club: editor 
• Varsity girls soccer team 
• Neurolinguistic Program (NLP) by Life University 
• Support elderly homes/blind school/disabled home/rural 

ethnic tribes 

Skills 
• Photography 
• SketchUp 
• Photoshop/Illustrator/Indesign 
• Fusion 360 
• Premiere Pro
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Kaotommud
[Khao + Tohm + Mud]  noun

A traditional Thai dessert –steamed sticky rice with  
banana filling 02

How can we enhance the original packaging of Kaotommud to make it 
compatible with our modern lifestyle?



In the past, Katommud was a popular food for traveling purposes as it is easy to carry and can 
be kept for several weeks. Kaotommud is also one of my favorite desserts but it would be my 
least preferred choice when not home as it would mess up my hands. 
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How will I 
wash my 
hands on 

the subway 
after eating 
this! Urgh- 

so oily!

2021

1850

It’ll take me two 
weeks to reach 

the North. These 
Kaotommud will 

keep me full!

Unwrapping a Katommud

Sticky Rice Black Beans Coconut Banana / Banana Leaves

Stir sticky rice with 
coconut milk at 
medium heat

Wrap sticky rice 
and banana with 

banana leaf

Steam for 2 
hours

Enjoy : D

INSPIRATION



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Green Sticky Rice 
(Effect of steaming 
with banana leaf)

Pisang Awak Banana turns red 
after heating for a long time

Packaging surface 
is TOO OILY

Many layers of 
folding + complex 
wrapping method

Inconvenient 
to UNWRAP

Oil from sticky rice seeps 
into the leaf wrapping

Keeps dessert moist —> 
can be kept for weeks

Tortilla Wrap  
(as food component)

Paper Wrap  
(as packaging 

component)

Dry surface 
(not oily/sticky)

Simple folds 
(easy to unwrap/not messy)

Light, aromatic banana 
leaf scent Chicken

Wrap
Pinches caused by the ties 
of banana leaf fibre strings

Kao
Tom

Mud

Original wrapping method

ISSUES



AIM 
To design a new packaging for Kaotommud that… 

- is simple to unwrap 

- reduces the mess: less oily 

- Retains important traditional characteristics 
(cooking process, scent, green sticky rice, 
presence of banana leaf and fibre strings 

- Brings back the popularity of Kaotommud 
amongst the current and future generations.
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Dry surface

Perforated lines: ease 
separation of banana leaf

Banana leaf fibres

Red banana

Green Sticky Rice, 
still moist inside

Perfect tear Pinches from banana leaf fibre 

Clean hands

THE NEW PACKAGING



1 2 3 4

twist! pull!
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

Make perforated line

THE NEW PACKAGING



Urbanana
[Urban + Banana]  noun

Many people continue using single-use plastic despite knowing its 
negative impact on the environment 07

How can we incorporate vernacular materials in our everyday life to create 
a sustainable lifestyle?



My grandma usually makes me some Thai dishes 
on the weekends and the dIshes she makes are 
often wrapped in banana leaves. Since the leaf 
works as a packaging and also a plate, WHAT IF we 
replace single-use plastics with banana leaves? To 
what extent will that make modern living more 
sustainable?
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KaotommudSungkaya Kanom Tian

Hor MhokKanom SaiSai

Banana Leaf Packaging Single-use plastic boxes

Don’t need cleaning before use

Not time consuming

Durable

Abundant 

Low cost

Accessible any time

Accessible anywhere
Water proof

Good protection of product inside

Flexible: can be folded into bowls, trays, etc.

Can replace 
polystyrene, plastic, 

and paper plates

Natural aromatic scent + slightly sweet scent

Visual and texture appeal

Easy to clean (wipe with wet clothe)

Biodegradable -> eco-friendly

If planted around the city, it will be 
highly accessible

How can we enhance the attractiveness of banana leaves and integrate it into our daily life at a larger scale? 

INSPIRATION



1.    Banana leaf farm harvests banana leaves 
2.    Banana leaf transported to factory for processing 
3.    Processed banana leaf transported to the city 
4-5.    Banana leaf distributed to local stores 
6.       Banana leaf distributed to residential areas 
7.       Food delivery service 
8.       Banana leaf used as food delivery packaging 

  9.     Banana leaf used as plate  
10.   Banana leaf waste picked up 
11.   Banana leaf waste transported 
         back to the farm 
12.    Banana leaf waste  
          eliminated onto soil-rich  
          field for decomposition
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Banana leaf adaptation- Urban scale 

VISUALIZATION



Banana Farm Banana leaf processing 
factory

Processed banana leaf 
transportation

Distribution to local stores

Food Delivery: banana leaf 
packaging

Distribution to residential 
areas

Banana leaf packaging Banana leaf placemat

Banana leaf waste pick up
Banana leaf waste transported back to 

the farm
Banana leaf waste eliminated onto soil-

rich field for decomposition
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ZOOM-INS
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Banana leaf adaptation- Independent living scale 

VISUALIZATION



Very Thai/Better Thai
[Very + Thai] / [Better + Thai] Adjective

20

What is the typical Thai personality that made 
Bangkok such a beautiful mess?

How does human behavior impact the surrounding environment? What causes the gap on 
how the places are looked after? How does the environment affect human behavior?
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Local Innovation- 
Locals turn abundant materials 
like these unused cardboard 
boxes into reusable shopping 
baskets.

Local Belief- 
As a culture, most Thais believe in 
gods, demons, and fortune. Shrines are 
set up in most houses and public areas 
to bring good fortune and security.

Do as they like- 
Most Thais live like 
the world is orbiting 
around them and can 
do things as they like. 
Here, someone 
randomly placed 
plant pots right in the 
middle of the 
sidewalk.

Do as they like- 
Most Thais don’t really care about rules and 
do whatever they want. Often times, locals 
sarcastically contradict the rules to express 
freedom.

Do as they like- 
Thais don’t really care if 
something matches well with 
another or not. They do 
whatever they prefer. Even if a 
global chain store like Watsons 
opens right beside small, local 
shops, the locals would just 
mind their own business.

Observatory Research at Khlong San Market
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CONVENIENCE & HASTE kk.k       …….POWER OF REGULATIONS

A Thai saying:  
Typical Thais just wouldn't care 
about what they do. 

How it became a habit? 
Influence of geographical factors 

• Tropical and humid climate 
• Abundance of food and 

materials 
• Small population 
• Large area 

Since the past, Thais are easy-going 
and independent as they can make 
a living anywhere. They don’t really 
care about the public; they live as 
they want and make themselves the 
center of the universe.



NOON

Office workers 
buy lunch from 
the food stalls

Sign saying: 
“vendors NOT 
allowed in this area”

Prime 
minister’s visit

Illegal vendors 
quickly move away 

from where the 
prime minister is to 

avoid trouble. 

Trash eliminated 
properly

Vendors overlap 
passerby’s area 
even more

Littering (the police or 
authorities wouldn’t 

see who did it!) 

The presence of police makes people 
obey the rules 
• Discard trash properly 
• Vendors don’t over-cross their area

MORNING
Office workers hurry to work, some stop 

by food stalls to grab breakfast  
Sellers begin to set up 
food stalls: Food stalls 
over-occupy the 
pavement, limiting the 
area for passerby to 
walk 

Shrine: Thais believe 
having a shrine and 
praying at least once a 
day will bring fortune to 
their businesses

Food stalls avoid 
crossing to where 
policemen guard 

Trash can and sign 
saying: “Fine 

100THB for littering

The tiles of this section 
are painted in various 
colors to show its 
messiness and 
damaged conditions

EVENING Office workers come 
for dinner after work 

(Come in groups/have 
time for shopping) 

Popular time —> 
more stalls/vendors

Mafia gang:  
Do not interfere with 

our territory!

Vendors avoid trouble 
with the mafias; don’t 

cross over the boundary

Illegal parking beside signs 
that says: DO NOT PARK HERE

Trash can knocked down 
beside “No Littering” sign

Littering on 
the ground

Morning

Noon

EveningVendor’s 
invasion

Space left to walk

 Territory of Higher 
Social Hierarchy

The circle represents a 
pavement. The pavement is 
divided into 3 sections: 

innermost section: closest 
to the street and is the 
leftover area for passerby 
to walk  

middle section: occupied 
by food stalls 

outermost section: 
occupied by people in the 
higher social hierarchy  

The pavement is also 
divided into 3 sectors by the 
time of the day: morning, 
noon, evening to show the 
shift in the locals’ behavior.

3D INTERACTIVE MODEL

Eye hole: look at the model from 
a pigeon’s perspective
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      Thai street examplesKK       

Japan & Denmark examples      

Japan 
- Wide pavement, 
no obstacles, no 
damaged tiles. 
- Japanese Yatai 
are set up in the 
evening on 
pedestrian 
walkways and 
removed in early 
morning. They’re 
aligned in a single 
line without 
blocking the 
walkway. 

Denmark 
Squared-shape 

umbrellas are all in 
white and aligned 
in one straight line. 
Looks organized 
though crowded.
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Thailand 
The 

circulation of 
Thai streets 

are full of 
obstacles 

such as signs, 
vendors, and 

umbrellas.

⼊乡随俗
When in Rome, do as Romans do. Hey, you’re over 

the boundary! Look 
at everyone else!

Oops, I’ll fix 
that!

I’ll just overlap 
a little… 

everyone’s doing 
it anyways.

I just want to 
move a bit 

forward… that 
umbrella is way 

further than I am!

Grid shape stallsCircular umbrella stalls

CONCLUSION



Before.

After.

More walking space

Many obstacles

Using gridlines to 
psychologically prevent 

inappropriate use of 
public space could 

enhance the organization 
of Thai streets without 
forcing people directly. 
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EXECUTION



A Wind of 
Change
[A+wind+of+change]  Metaphor

0808

How can we enhance people’s first impression of the homeless? 
How can we reduce Bangkokians’ paranoia of the homeless and replace it with empathy?
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 Hua Lum Pong train station is one of Bangkok’s landmark destinations, centering cosmopolitan areas of the city. 
 But look at its surrounding places today:

Due to the lack of proper shelter, 
m o s t h o m e l e ss a re fo u n d 
squatting in unsanitized and 
insecure public spaces, creating 
paranoia among the locals and 
passerby. This gradual rise in 
homeless population reflects the 
social and security inequalities in 
Thai society especially in urban 
areas.
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INSPIRATION



Dirty Appearance

Paranoid

Discrimination

Bad impression

Not trustworthy

Agressive

These issues are due to the homeless being dirty.  
BUT, the homeless don’t have access to proper toilet/shower.  

Therefore, to reduce the locals’ paranoia of the homeless, we have to enhance 
the locals’ first impression of the homeless by making them have a clean 
appearance 

So, I designed a public bathroom for the homeless in Hualumpong area that 
would be safe and not distract the bypassers

To fulfill the homeless’ needs and the locals’ 
requirements, the design should include: 

Toilets 
Shower rooms 

Sink 
Laundry area 

Large entrances/exits
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ISSUES



Shower rooms and toilets

Toilets and sinks

Laundry area -2nd floor

Clothes donation area  
(Closet for the homeless 
campaign)

CDU from nearby buildings 
(Help dry the laundries)

3 wide entrances/exits 
- more open to the public 
- for passerby’s safety
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EXECUTION

Passerby 
walkway to/from 

MRT station


